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The partitioning of arbon between the atmosphere and the (deep) oean isdetermined by a number of proesses, amongst whih the organi arbon pumpis an important one. This proess involves the growth, sinking and reminer-alisation of plankton and it leads to an inrease of the arbon onentrationwith depth in the oean. Various physial and biologial phenomena may havean impat on the organi arbon pump; the main objetive of this disserta-tion was to understand some of these impats. Variations in the elementalstoihiometry of the plankton are ruial, beause the strength of the organiarbon pump inreases with inreasing arbon:nutrient ratio of the sinking or-gani material, both under steady-state onditions and in situations far fromsteady state. In most of the simulations that are presented in this dissertation,the novel Phytoplankton Internal Nitrogen & Carbon (PINC) model (based onthe Dynami Energy Budget (DEB) theory) was therefore used. This model isable to make preditions about the elemental stoihiometry of phytoplankton.In Chapter 3, the PINC model oupled to a one-dimensional water-olumnmodel was used to investigate the e�ets of the mixed-layer depth and wa-ter temperature on the strength of the organi arbon pump. Aording tothe model, suh environmental onditions have a strong impat on the ele-mental stoihiometry of organi matter and therefore on the strength of theorgani arbon pump. More spei�ally, in the light-limited regime, the al-gal arbon:nutrient ratio turned out to derease with inreasing mixed-layerdepth and temperature. This led to more arbon in the deep oean andlower atmospheri arbon onentrations, if the water temperature was lower.Thus, the model suggested the existene of a positive feedbak between tem-perature and atmospheri CO2 ontent whih may have ontributed to theglaial/interglaial yles in the atmospheri CO2 onentration. In Chapter 3,the PINC model was oupled to a three-dimensional hydrodynami model tostudy the impat of a submesosale oean eddy on the organi arbon pump.The eddy turned out to have little e�et on the strength of the organi arbonpump, beause the ow brought arbon in inorgani form from the deep oeanto the surfae and this arbon was subsequently returned to depth throughsinking of organi matter. The overall e�et was a slight weakening of the or-gani arbon pump, mainly beause of a derease of the arbon:nutrient ratioof the sinking organi matter. The impat of a submesosale eddy on plank-ton distributions was studied in Chapter 5. Under high-irradiane onditions,the highest plankton onentrations emerged inside the regions with a largevertial exhange: the eddy entre and surrounding lobes. However, if thelight intensity was lower, then the highest plankton onentrations were seenin the regions around the eddy entre and the lobes. These �ndings ouldbe explained using the onepts of ritial light and ritial turbulene and1



onsidering the e�ets of light and nutrients on phytoplankton: if the plank-ton is nutrient-limited, then vertial exhange promotes plankton growth bytransporting nutrients to the oean surfae, whereas vertial exhange leadsto a net deline of the plankton by transporting it into the deep oean, inthe ase that the plankton is light-limited. In Chapter 6, the organi arbonpump was studied at the basin sale by means of one-dimensional simula-tions of the PINC plankton model at di�erent loations at the oean surfae.In the tropial and temperate regions, there was a strong inrease of the ar-bon:nutrient ratio (and hene of the strength of the organi arbon pump) withlatitude. This was aused by the predition of the PINC model that the algalarbon:nutrient ratio dereases with inreasing water temperature. The inter-pretation of satellite hlorophyll observations was the subjet of Chapter 7.Various oupled hydrodynami-biologial models were used to reprodue theseasonal variation pattern of hlorophyll in the Mozambique Channel. Unex-petedly, the simulated seasonal yle of the algal hlorophyll:nitrogen ratioturned out to give a muh better orrespondene with the observations thanthe simulated seasonal yle of phytoplankton biomass. This suggests that theseasonal yle of hlorophyll in the Mozambique Channel reets a variation inthe algal ellular hlorophyll ontent rather than a variation in algal biomass.The simulations presented in this dissertation suggest that ow onditions,light and nutrients inuene the organi arbon pump mainly through thealgal arbon:nutrient ratio. Flow and light onditions also appear to have astrong impat on the spatial distributions as well as on the hlorophyll:arbonratio of phytoplankton. Variations in this ratio may even be the primarysoure of seasonal yles of the hlorophyll onentration at the oean surfaein (sub)tropial regions suh as the Mozambique Channel. The issue of theorigin of (seasonal) hlorophyll variations in di�erent parts of the World Oeanould therefore provide a stimulating starting point for further researh.
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